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NuOCR

NuOCR is a Microsoft Azure Marketplace
scan-to-database product developed by Nuvento. It is an end-to-end solution that automates
data extraction from paper and allows you to
export or save the data to a datastore of choice,
converting unstructured data into a structured
format.
The paper-to-digital optical character recognition (OCR) solution extracts information from ﬁles
like images, pdf documents, forms, surveys or
invoices, validates it and classiﬁes it in the company’s database or excel sheet. This functionality
makes it ideal for organizations that need to
digitize in a go heavy loads of paper data, such
as images, pdf documents, paper forms, surveys
or invoices, and extract data points from them,
making them veriﬁable and editable. The data
can then be saved to database or exported as a
csv or excel ﬁle.
Industries that spend a lot of time and money on
manual data entry can now use NuOCR to
simplify this process and realize cost savings.

Faster Documentation
Data Accuracy
Cost Reduction
Easy to edit & verify content
Multiple output options

Industries
NuOCR is a solution that can be used across
industries, but most pre-built industry-speciﬁc
form templates are from:
Tax

Healthcare

Social Security

Education

Human Resources

Insurance

Real Estate

Legal

Features of

NuOCR
Pre-built templates: Standard template library for a wide range of industries
Custom template builder: Create own paper surveys or invoice templates in a few clicks
Multi-page templates: Templates of forms that run to multiple pages can be built on NuOCR
Scan paper documents to excel sheet: Transforming data on pdf ﬁles or images to editable .csv or
excel formats
Upload image, pdf or any content ﬁle: Collect data from images ﬁles, pdf ﬁles and paper documents,
validate and store it in the database
Easy data organization and retrieval: Organize and store your data automatically. Easy to parse and
fetch during a search.
Integrate with database: Store your data where you want it, the way you want it.
Highly integrable: Easily integrate with existing applications.

Coming soon on

NuOCR
Advanced search

Integration with cloud document repositories
API integration
More templates
Add your own users and roles
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